Evacuslider
Rescue-Sheets

Evacusliders are a modern version of the Rescue-sheets, used in
hospitals and care homes, to slide patients to safety during an
evacuation. Unlike the older type of rescue-sheet, which is
typically fixed to the underside of a hospital mattress, all
Evacusliders are quick to deploy and very easy to use.
Evacusliders provide a cost-effective solution where a mobility
impaired person requires evacuation from a multi-level building as
they overcome difficulties often found during evacuations, such as
the restricted width of narrow corridors, staircases and fire
escapes. Patient comfort comes in the form of a thick foam
mattress with a super smooth underside, making it suitable for
moving persons who need to be transported horizontally.
We currently offer 2 models of Evacuslider rescue-sheet, each
offering a different level of comfort and flexibility; the Standard
Evacuslider is our basic feature, entry-level model, while at the
top-end the Premium Adjustable Evacuslider provides
additional comfort and is fully adjustable and flexible, making it
ideal for securing people of differing sizes from small children
up to large adults.

A simple and
cost-effective
evacuation
solution;
The Standard
Evacuslider
is a thick foam
mattress with a
super smooth
underside

The Premium
Adjustable
Evacuslider
takes rescue-sheets
to the next level.
It is fully adjustable
and flexible enough
to fit people of
varying heights
and sizes

FEATURES

STANDARD

PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE

Load capacity
Length (folded/open)
Depth (folded)
Width
Weight
Mattress thickness
Hard wearing, heavy duty base
Quick release belts
Adjustable quick release belt
Foot pocket - fixed
Foot pocket – adjustable
Side carry handles
Cushioned head and neck support
Adjustable head and neck support

120Kg
600mm/1900mm
220mm
650mm
5.5Kg
40mm



-

120Kg
750mm/1950mm
250mm
650mm
4.5Kg
50mm
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